### Thursday, November 11th all times PST

**KEYNOTES**  
10:30 am  
Manny Lieras *(Navajo & Comanche)* – Opening Ceremony  
Kenny Ausubel and Nina Simons, *Bioneers founders* – Welcome  
Deanna Van Buren – Achieving Equity in the Built Environment  
MaMuse – Performance  
Nemonte Nenquimo – Indigenous Guardianship is Key to Halt the Climate Crisis  
David Montgomery and Anne Biklé – You Are What Your Food Ate

**PANELS**  
12:45 pm  
Averting a Hot, Toxic Endgame: Strategizing & Mobilizing for Climate Justice  
Designing Futures for Health and Justice  
Embodied Healing Approaches to Personal, Generational, and Socio-Political Trauma  
Laughter as Medicine: The Power of Native American Comedy  
Scaling Up Permaculture

**SCREENING**  
6:30 pm  
Reflection: A Walk with Water

### Friday, November 12th all times PST

**KEYNOTES**  
10:30 am  
Kenny Ausubel and Nina Simons, *Bioneers founders* – Welcome  
Nina Simons – Opening remarks  
Rupa Marya – Deep Medicine and the Care Revolution,  
Rupa & the April Fishes – Performance  
Julian Brave NoiseCat – Apocalypse Then & Now  
Alixa Garcia – Performance  
Alexandria Gordon – The Power of Young People  
Bill McKibben – Why We Actually Need Everyone in the Climate Struggle

**PANELS**  
12:45 pm  
Indigenous Activism NOW: Talking Story With Clayton Thomas-Muller and Julian NoiseCat  
It’s Time the Psychedelic Community Gave Back: The Indigenous Reciprocity Initiative  
Nature + Justice + Women’s Leadership: A Strategic Trio for Effective Change  
Sacred Manhood: An Intergenerational Conversation on Trauma and Healing for Boys and Men of Color (“BMOC”)  
Tell It to the Judge, Big Oil
Saturday, November 13th all times PST

KEYNOTES
10:30 am
- Kenny Ausubel and Nina Simons, Bioneers founders – Welcome
- Kenny Ausubel – The Sting: The Role of Fraud in Nature
- Manuel Pastor – Solidarity Economics: Mutuality, Movements and Momentum
- Naima Penniman – Performance
- Suzanne Simard – Dispatches From the Mother Trees
- Rising Appalachia – Performance
- Alexia Leclercq – Climate Justice Must Be Social Justice for All
- Nalleli Cobo – On the Frontlines of Environmental Injustice: Standing up to Urban Oil Drilling

PANELS
12:45 pm
- Biophilic Infrastructure: Letting Nature Lead the Way
- Indigenous Pathways to a Regenerative Future
- Lessons from the Underground
- Our Power: Exemplary Young Activists—the 2021 Brower Youth Awards Winners
- Solidarity Economics: Our Economy, Our Planet, Our Movements

INTERACTIVE
2:30 pm
- Community Conversation: Global Warming Woman: Transforming Anger, Fire and Power
- Earth, Water and Fire: A Permaculture and Indigenous Approach to Managing Land
- Nurturing Our Connections of Resilience “Below the Soil”—Lessons from Mother Trees
- The Power of Emotions at Work: Accessing their Genius for the Good of All
- What is Cultural Appropriation?

SCREENING
6:30 pm
- Manzanar, Diverted: When Water Becomes Dust
- Inhabitants: An Indigenous Perspective